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Due February 23, 2011, 9am

Please submit the R code used for this homework electronically. Preferably in the same PDF document as the
answers.

Relevant variables in data set p4factor.csv:
dem democracy score based on factor analysis of Polity IV indicators
bautlag lag of binary autocracy indicator
laggppc lag of GDP per capita
energy2 energy consumption per capita
pnbdem proportion of neighboring democracies
cwar civil war (1 is civil war on territory)
ipyears years without conflict on territory
egr economic growth rate
propdem global proportion of democracies
nbtd neighboring transition to democracy
tatdem time at democracy
tataut time at autocracy

The dependent variable is based on the Polity IV data set (Jaggers and Gurr, 1995; Marshall and Jaggers,
2002); the independent variables are from the replication data set of Gleditsch and Ward (2006).

1. We will look at regression model

demi = β0 + β1cwari + β2energey2i + β3laggdppci + β4pnbdemi + β5ipyearsi + β6egri + εi

in 1998 by executing the following code:

p4 <- read.csv(file.choose())

f <- dem ~ cwar + energy2 + laggdppc + pnbdem + ipyears + egr

summary(lm(f, data=p4, subset=year.x == 1998))

pairs(f, data=p4, subset=year.x == 1998)

plot(m, which=1:6)

(a) (10%) Estimate and very briefly interpret the model

(b) (10%) Investigate whether there are any indications of nonlinearities that are not modeled properly

(c) (10%) Investigate whether there are any problematic cases (outliers, high leverage, high influence)

(d) (10%) Investigate whether there is any multicollinearity problem

(e) (10%) Adjust the model specification as you see fit based on the above. You can opt to drop cases,
add or remove variables and/or transform variables - anything you think will improve the model.
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Figure 1: School costs by number of students and school status.
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2. See Figure 1 for a graphical representation of regression costi = β0 + β1sizei + β2statusi + β3(size ×
status)i + εi, which analyses the extend to which the cost of running a secondary school varies with the
number of students and the type of school. The type of school is divided in occupational and regular
schools, and we include an interaction term. Open the datafile, sort the data by school size, and run the
regression:

schools <- read.csv(file.choose()) ## open schools.csv

schools <- schools[order(schools$N),] ## sort by size of the schools (N)

m <- lm(COST ~ N * OCC, data=schools) ## estimate interaction model

(a) (20%) Test for heteroscedasticity using the Goldfeld-Quandt test.

(b) (20%) Calculate (using hccm()) and present standard errors of the HC0 and HC3 variations.

(c) (10%) Interpret the t-tests with the HCCM standard errors. Does this lead to different conclusions?
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